Look for These Great Classic and
Contemporary Stories!
Gianni Rodari

Cuentos escritos a máquina
(Tales Told by a Machine)
ISBN: 9786070118173
288pp I PB I $11.95

GL:

5-8

A collection of twenty-six stories by Gianni Rodari. The stories in this
anthology combine humor, imagination, and fantasy, while offering us a
critical and ironic vision of today’s world.

BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Humorous
Stories

This edition of The Happy Prince and Other Stories includes four
wonderful stories by Oscar Wilde: The Happy Prince, The Selfish Giant,
The Star-Child and The Devoted Friend. Oscar Wilde writes about love
and friendship, selfishness and their consequences, good and evil and the
courage to do the right thing even if it means risking your life, and the
rewards of noble acts.

Oscar Wilde

El Príncipe Feliz y otros
cuentos

(The Happy Prince and Other Stories)
ISBN: 9789705802089
GL:
3-8
104pp I PB I $7.99
BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Classics

Jacob Ludwig Karl Grimm and
Wilhelm Karl Grimm

El sastrecillo valiente y
otros cuentos

(The Valiant Little Tailor and Other Stories)
ISBN: 9786070118357
GL:
3-8
148pp I PB I $9.99

Eight stories that immerse children in the storytelling tradition that has
inspired generations, without losing any of the validity or the charm held
by water that heals the sick, the table that gives banquets, the princes that
ride along golden paths, and the apple trees that grow golden fruit. This
anthology includes The Brave Little Tailor, Hans in Luck, The Table, the
Donkey, and the Stick, The Water of Life, The Six Servants, The Devil with
the Three Golden Hairs, Snow White and Rose Red, and Rapunzel.

BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Fairy Tales &
Folklore – Anthologies

Luis María Pescetti
Could there be a book where humor, the nonsense and the absurd happily
coexist with fantasy, feelings and reflections? Renowned Argentine author
Luis María Pescetti surprises readers with a unique work, where each story
is as distinctive and unique as every moment in life.

Nadie te creería

(Nobody Would Believe it)
ISBN: 9786070119231
172pp I PB I $11.95

GL:

4-6

BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Humorous
Stories

Lilli L’Arronge

Yo grande, tú pequeño
(Me Tall, You Small)
ISBN: 9786070124112
52pp I PB I $10.99

GL:

K-2

BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Concepts –
Opposites / Family – General / Readers –
Beginner

The weasel and its child like nothing better than spending time together.
And since the weasel kid always wants to do what the big weasel does,
everything takes a little longer—but is much more fun! They play and
work, dream and cuddle, and fool around. And although the two of them
quarrel at times, their love for each other is ever-present! A great book to
teach comparing and contrasting, and opposites.

To learn more about these titles, contact your sales representative
800-245-8584 - Fax 1-888-248-9518 - customerservice@santillanausa.com

